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Abstract—Pervasive computing is an environment consist-
ing set of sensor nodes with the characteristics of percep-
tion, computation and communication capabilities. Wireless
sensor nodes are deployed in various pervasive computing
applications to observe the happenings in the surroundings.
Data gathered from such wireless sensor nodes are utilized
for critical decision making in context-aware environment.
The Frequent incorrect data sampling, missing values, un-
trustworthy data, misbehavior and selfishness of nodes are
common in pervasive applications since they are deployed in
unfriendly and harsh environment. Moreover, the increasing
number of sensor node fabricator leads to interoperability
problems in context aware pervasive applications because
they are represented in different formats and processed
using different techniques. In this paper, we propose an
ontology based trust framework for sensor driven pervasive
environment for evaluating node and data trustworthiness
which suffers from heterogeneity and interoperability prob-
lems. The proposed approach is capable of handling all
types of nodes in pervasive environment and heterogeneous
data generated from harsh and unfriendly environments of
context aware pervasive applications. The proposed method
comprises of semantic sensor data model and an ontology
which is written in OWL language and implemented in
protege. The proposed ontology is validated against use case
and used for finding the trustworthiness of different sensor
nodes and its data using a generic TRUST ontology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In dynamic pervasive environment, most of the nodes

are not predetermined. In such cases, trust plays a crucial

role for security issues and allowing, refusing interactions

among nodes. There are different trust categories for single

node. Most of the non-computational trust models are used

to check whether the nodes are trustworthy or untrustwor-

thy by considering its single trust category to make them

interact or perform some actions in a collaborative manner.

We have different trust category for different operations of

the node: i) A node can act as a sensor node can perform

sensing, computation and communication operations; ii)

A node may act as a relay node by just forwarding the

data packet without sensing, communication operations or

it may give only recommendations about nodes in the en-

vironment. In computational trust model, the trust category

for each operations are evaluated separately and combined

together with the help of trust algebra. For example, a node

X may trust node Y in forwarding or relaying operations

and distrust node Y in sensing and producing data. The

trust category may vary for different operations in different

perspective of nodes in the environment. Existing seman-

tic aware trust models in pervasive environment don’t

consider different trust categories for single node with

different trust metrics in the computational trust model.

The proposed ontology based trust framework, not only

considers the semantic relations between nodes, and also

considers the semantic relations between node and its

different operations. Security services like authentication,

access control are not adequate in pervasive environments.

The selfishness of nodes and internal attacks cannot be

handled by traditional security services. So trust plays

an important role in capturing and identifying selfishness

and internal attacks by increasing the security levels for

the pervasive environment. Apart from the different trust

categories and trust metrics for the trust evaluation in

computational trust model, each node in the environment

may define its own security rules. These rules are written

in Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) combined with

web ontology language for the implementation.

The context aware pervasive computing generates

prospect that smart devices can find out their context and

construct association with other smart devices to deliver

the intended service. The anticipation of network of smart

devices and services in pervasive environment can be

formed and reformed on the fly is driving the need for

wide conformity on how such devices interoperate and

collaborate each other. Finding, realizing and cooperation

among smart devices need an ability to interface and

exchange data. Interoperability means that the ability of

systems or devices to exchange the data, while seman-

tic interoperability is enabling different services, applica-

tions to exchange data, information and knowledge in a

meaningful way. The semantic interoperability is attained

when interacting applications ensure the consistency of

data with data format. Therefore consistency of data can

be accomplished in a dynamic way in ontology- driven
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approach. The full potential of context awarepervasive

applications can be achieved by implementing the semantic

interoperability. Pre-conditions for pervasive environment

are discovery of smart devices, establishing communica-

tion among them and understanding different types of

data. The semantic interoperability is usually motivated

by sharing some knowledge among various devices and

services. Here knowledge refers to some semantic rules

or shared domain ontology. Adding trust to the security

layer of pervasive environment will increase security level

of pervasive application. There are many trust models for

sensor driven pervasive applications, but it is important to

consider semantic relation between the pervasive devices

and data produced. Taking this into account, we are

proposing an ontology based trust framework for sensor

driven pervasive environment in which each node evaluates

the trust of others by looking at the semantic relations and

trust attributes for decision making process.

Contributions: 1. The proposed trust ontology is a

hybrid modelling technique in which node trust and data

trust are taken into account for the total trustiness in

pervasive environment. 2. The proposed ontology based

trust framework takes multiple attributes for the evaluation

of sensor node and data trustiness. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first approach which integrates

multiple attributes for semantic evaluation of sensor nodes

and data. 3. Finally, we visualize the generic trust ontology

with the help of protege software and explain how different

pervasive applications utilize generic trust ontology for

trust evaluation and decision making.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The related

literature and taxonomy of trust in pervasive environment

are discussed in section 2. Section 3 details about the

background of trust and ontology. The proposed trust on-

tology based framework and visualization of trust ontology

are given in section 4. Section 5 deals with scenarios

where different pervasive applications interact each other

for sharing of common trust ontology. Finally, conclusion,

and research directions are outlined in section 6.

II. RELATED WORK

Pervasive environment expects a trust model to be sim-

ple and work autonomously without a central manager or

administrator like cluster head or sink node. Trust models

are classified based on list of trust metrics used to evaluate

the trust in pervasive environment. Trust is seen as a

basic component for decision making process in pervasive

applications. There is no universally accepted definition or

framework for trust in pervasive environment. Therefore,

it is good to review prominent trust models in pervasive

environment and categorize trust models according to trust

evaluating factors, attributes and methods. Trust models are

classified according to collection of trust evidences from

the sources. Basically, it is classified into two models:

open and closed trust models. Closed trust model is the

process of collecting trust evidences from inside network

or amongst the participant of applications. Open trust

models is the process of collecting evidences from third

party i.e., outside the network or outside the application.

Further, the basic trust models are classified into five

types as listed below: i) Recommendation based trust

model: Reputation or confidence factors about node can be

received from multiple sources. Sometimes, it is referred

as confidence or reputation based trust models.

ii) History based trust model: Trust evaluation is performed

by looking at trustee past behavior or experience with

peers. History based trust models are further classified into

two types. The Trustor can directly evaluates the trustee

reputation is referred to direct trust evaluation. Whereas,

the third party recommendation within the applications

or environments is referred to indirect trust evaluation.

This type of trust model is very common in sensor based

applications.

iii) Context aware trust model: The contextual information

like time, location are used to evaluate the trust. But, there

are no enough evidences on context aware trust models in

pervasive environment.

iv) Task aware trust model: It is the process of evaluating

trust for performing certain task. These models are also

called as capability aware trust models. For example, to

perform sensing, computing and communicating task, a

trust score is evaluated for node in the environment. A

different trust score is evaluated for its relaying nature

and recommending / giving opinions for nodes in the

environment.

v) Third party aware model: The Trust model in the

pervasive environment receives the reputation rating from

the external sources. It is a type of open trust model. The

reputation rating is received from a common reputation

provider with shared ontology. The model accepts reputa-

tion rating, recommendation or certificate from a external

source.

Some related works about trust model are listed below.

A computational semantic aware trust model is proposed

in [1]. Each node in the pervasive environment calculate

the trust score of other nodes. The evaluated trust score

is utilized either to accept or ignore the interactions. The

semantic relationship between the nodes is considered for

the trust evaluation by constructing ontology and other

semantic web concepts. The semantic rules are defined by

using semantic web rule language.

The generated data from different entities of Internet of

Things (IOT) should be shared amongst pervasive appli-

cations to achieve their full potential [2]. They argued that

the transformation from raw data to actionable knowledge

demands trust related schemes to share and interoperate
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among various application. A system architecture is pro-

posed for trust based data sharing which focuses on data

utilization transparences and accountability.

In [3], an ontology based intrusion detection system

is introduced to detect anomalies with the help of on-

tology and relationship among wireless sensor nodes.

The detected knowledge is loaded into patrol node to

find anomalies. Semantic web technologies are used to

represent the domain knowledge and for the design of light

weight intrusion detection system.

A composite trust ontology is introduced in [4] which

integrated four types of trust sub ontologies such as

communication trust ontology, information trust ontology,

social trust ontology and cognitive trust ontology for

filtering and fusing of heterogeneous data.

The semantic Inter-IOT project [5] is proposed for

providing open framework among heterogeneous IOT plat-

forms. The ontologies and semantic data modelling are

employed for sharing of data and interoperability.

A semantic web technology based trust model for trust

evaluation is suggested in [6] which allows stake holders

to set the access control policies based on the semantic

trust relationship with the consumers of data.

To alleviate sharing of sensor data among various perva-

sive applications that utilize the same sensor data, a open

framework of knowledge is required for interoperability

[7]. An ontology based architecture is proposed for sharing

the heterogeneous data in common representation in order

to improve driving process and to have an intelligent

transportation system.

In [8], a machine-to-machine measure framework is

introduced for the cross domain applications and cross

domain reasoning. There are two phases in designing

semantic data models for the semantic interoperability:

specification phase and formalization phase.

A semantic smart gateway framework is introduced for

the support of semantic interoperability of smart entities in

IOT. The proposed framework [9] supports an automated

centralized process without more human intervention for

the dynamic ontology mapping and on the fly ontology

learning. Most of the existing approaches talk about the

semantic interoperability, common and open framework

for data representation. They failed to address the semantic

relationship between various nodes and their operation

during trust evaluation in open environment. Only few

trust models like [1] [12] consider the semantic relations

among various devices in the environment and define the

security rule for making the model capable of improving

security in the open environment. So we have developed

a completely new semantic aware trust model in pervasive

environment, which talks about the semantic relationship

between various nodes and their operations like sensing,

data generation, giving recommendations and forwarding

the data packet to next hop. In this paper, we propose

an ontology based trust framework for open environment

like sensor driven pervasive environment. The proposed

trust ontology considers the semantic relationship between

various nodes and their operations. It also makes the senor

data to be represented in common and open framework

for semantic interoperability by utilizing the semantic web

technologies. Moreover the security rules for accepting and

ignoring the interactions with other nodes are defined with

the help of Semantic Web Rule Language to increase the

security level in applications.

III. BACKGROUND OF TRUST AND ONTOLOGY

The Trust concept is primitively comes from social

science and it is specified as the level of subjective faith

about the conducts of a peculiar object. In general, trust

can be defined as level of faith or confidence that an

entity can have on another entity for particular action.

Trust management is discovered as one of the component

in security of the application and it is utilized for de-

scribing and rendering of security policies, certificates and

relationships. Trust management scheme is the process of

trust establishment, trust update and trust revocation. The

process of trust establishment involves the collection of

trust evidences, evaluation of trust evidences, trust gener-

ation, representation and distribution. The main properties

of trust in pervasive environments are:

1. Trust is dynamic in nature.

2. Trust is asymmetric.

3. Trust is subjective and context oriented.

4. Trust is not inevitably transitive.

5. Trust is not associative and distributive.

An ontology specifies a set of concepts and its rela-

tionships. It generally involves a hierarchical arrangement

of similar concepts and the relationships amongst the set

of concepts, rules that tighten up the representation.In

the context of pervasive applications, the interoperability

context not only depends on shared knowledge of ontology

or semantic rules but also sharing of metadata. Metadata is

about explaining the context of the data and data content.

Metadata annotations of sensor data provides transparency

to the context of the application and supports discovery

and exchange of information.

Ontologies allows the pervasive application to capture

the relationship capable of sustaining better-off functions

and higher level of interpretation. Ontologies build on

metadata to offer a depiction of knowledge about a given

domain and to provide a core resources for inferring about

a domain and a context. The mapping of existing domain

specific ontologies and domain independent ontologies

can be done by constructing an ontology with metadata.

Reuse, modularity and relationship are important policies

for supporting the use of ontologies in building cross
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domain pervasive applications.

There are two steps in achieving semantic interoperability

among pervasive applications.

1. Designing ontologies is the first step towards the inter-

operability.

2. Enabling the sensors, devices and systems to express

their contextual information and data by applying the

ontologies.

IV. TRUST MODEL AND TRUST ONTOLOGY

In the proposed trust model for the sensor driven per-

vasive environments, apart from the trust evaluation of

various nodes and their intended operations, the semantic

relations amongst them are considered for the structure of

ontology to bring up semantic interoperability and data

sharing. In this section, the trust model as shown in Fig.

1 and various components of trust ontology are explained.

Trust ontology usually consists of a group of classes

called concepts and set of properties. Here, we present our

trust model that captures trust relationship among several

concepts. Trust model in pervasive environment primarily

consists of five tuples: trust management process, trust

establishment, trust update, subject and object nodes. The

node which trusts another node with the help of trust man-

agement process is called subject node. The node being

trusted is called object node. We model trust relationship

between subject and object node with trust management

process. Each trust management has following steps:

Trust Establishment is the process of collecting trust

evidences of object node, evaluation of trust evidences,

and the representation of trust score. Further the collection

of trust evidences is classified into open and closed trust

model based collections. The process of collecting the trust

evidences from inside network is called closed trust model.

The process of collecting trust evidences from third party

through certificates, is called open trust model. The trust

evaluation can be done at node level or at sink node level

or it can be done in hybrid manner. Usually, trust score

is represented in continuous variable ranges from -1 to

+1, where -1 represents highly untrustworthy, 0 represents

uncertain, and +1 represents highly trustworthy. Trust score

of a node will be valid for certain scope and for certain

period of time. Moreover, trust score of the node should

be updated either periodically or based on event to reflect

the dynamic changes and behavior of the node. Trust

management process enables the subject node to make

a decision on object node based on the trust score. The

decision may be one of the four classes: i) accepting inter-

action, ii) ignoring interaction, iii) actuating some events,

iv) performing actions in the application. The proposed

trust model considers an interdependency relationship be-

tween sensor nodes and their basic operations. The basic

operations of a sensor node are sensing, data generation,

Figure 1. Proposed Trust model

communicating its own data packet, forwarding or relaying

neighbors data packet and giving recommendations for

other nodes.

The trust model is constructed in such a way that

the cyclic interdependency relationships are taken into

account for trust evaluation. Mainly, there are four cyclic

interdependency trust relationship among sensor nodes and

their operations as shown in Fig. 2. In this proposed

Figure 2. Cyclic interdependency between sensor node and its operations

work, to evaluate the trustiness of a node, data and to
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present the semantic relationship between various nodes

and their operations, an ontology is proposed known as

TRUST ontology. The TRUST ontology comprises group

of related classes, object properties and data properties as

shown in Fig. 3. A class of TRUST ontology in pervasive

environment is a collection of nodes, basic operations of

node and the data generated from node. Object property

of TRUST ontology relates a node with another node or

node with the generated data or a node with its basic

operations. Data property of TRUST ontology that maps a

node or generated data with a literal value. The subject and

Figure 3. TRUST Ontology

object class represents list of available nodes in pervasive

environment. Four types of node trust are considered in our

trust model: i) Direct trust is evaluated by the history of

past interactions, ii) Indirect trust is evaluated by getting

recommendations from neighbor nodes, iii) Intermediate

trust is a type of trust for intermediate nodes in multi-

hop networks and evaluated by forwarding ratio, and iv)

Resource based trust can be evaluated by keep tracking

remaining resources of node. The data generated by a

node has three different types of trust namely self-data

trust, peer data trust, and provenance based trust and

evaluated by spatio-temporal correlations and provenance

based methods. As a result of trust evaluation, a trust score

is obtained which has its own scope and validity. Based on

the trust score, node can decide on acceptance, ignoring

the interaction or actuating some actions or events. The vi-

sualization of Trust ontology classes and object properties

using protege [13] are shown in Fig. 4 and 5.

If the node n wants to communicate with node m, it

checks the security rule of node m and looks for matching

conditions. If a node found matching rule then node n

interact with node m. If there are no matching conditions,

then the subject node n ignore the interaction with the

object node m. In this proposed trust model, each node

is independent in setting up semantic rules for collabora-

tion and for performing some actions. Semantic rule are

described in SWRL. The pseudo code like structure of

semantic rules for node collaboration is given below.

if node m is a sensor node and

Figure 4. Visualization of classes hierarchy in protege

Figure 5. Visualization of object properties hierarchy in protege

has direct trust score >0.3 &

has indirect trust score >0.3 &

has recommendation trust score >0.3 &

has forwarding ratio trust score >0.3&

has resource level trust score >0.3 &

has data trust score>0.3

then collaborate with node n

V. EXAMPLE SCENARIO

In this section, the proposed TRUST ontology is vali-

dated with two different pervasive applications as shown

in Fig. 6. We have two different pervasive applications

namely smart home and environmental monitoring system.

The sensors are deployed in both the applications to get

temperature value from their respective location. In such

scenario, the smart home application is interacting with

environmental system to adjust air conditioner and thermo-

stat with respect to outside temperature as shown in Fig. 6.

The process of publishing sensor data in RDF for semantic
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Figure 6. Use of generic TRUST ontology for two different pervasive
applications

reasoning is called semantic annotation. There are two

different types in semantic annotation. They are tagging

and commissioning. The choice of semantic annotation is

based on available resources of participants in applications.

Further, RDF is enriched with contextual information like

timestamp, location and device type either using RDF

reification method or using singleton property as suggested

in [14]. The semantic rules are defined for each domain

in order to identify the temperature sensor value range

and their condition for distinguishing climate in the lo-

cation. The domain ontologies are utilized to categorize

the incoming temperature sensor value. For example, in

smart home application, temperature value greater than 25

is classified as hot, whereas in environmental monitoring,

temperature value greater than 40 is classified as hot.

According to [2], from sensor data to actionable knowl-

edge demands trust oriented data exchange, trustworthy

data mining and trustworthy reasoning process. The ab-

sence of trust management process in any one of the

step from sensor data collection to actionable knowledge

may affect the reliability of the application and consumes

lot of resources during semantic interoperability among

pervasive applications. Hence, we use semantic technology

to publish sensor data in common open framework and

introduce generic trust ontology for enabling the trust

process of transformation from sensor data collection to

actionable knowledge. The proposed trust ontology is

used to find the trustworthy data which are available for

reasoning process and for taking actions or actuating some

events.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an ontology based trust framework for

sensor driven pervasive environment is proposed which

considers the semantic relation between various nodes and

heterogeneous data. The proposed standard trust ontology

combines various sub ontologies like communication trust

ontology, data trust ontology, task based ontology to form

a closed trust model for pervasive environment. The pro-

posed ontology can be shared by the various applications

to evaluate the participants trustiness, data trustiness for

decision making, accepting, and ignoring interactions. We

tested our proposed common trust ontology in pervasive

environmental monitoring and pervasive smart home envi-

ronment case studies. The example scenarios were mod-

elled in semantic technologies like RDF/OWL and protege

software is used for modelling and visualization. The

example scenarios show that the standard trust ontology

can be shared and utilized by any pervasive applications

for the evaluation of trust.
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